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From the President’s Desk
Dear Members,
With one of the most dynamic economies in
India, Maharashtra has taken on increasing
strategic significance as an emerging national
and international player. For a state as diverse as
Maharashtra, no single set of scenarios can claim
to describe all possible socioeconomic futures.
The main challenge facing government is to truly
engage the whole state in its quest for sustained
socioeconomic security and prosperity in these
times of uncertainty. We are sure that it can be – and will be – achieved in
the near future.
A sustained investment is the key to a vibrant economic revival. Relatively
low operation costs and cheap labour attract the attention of the
international community, which has now made substantial investment in
Maharashtra. Our state has secured investment from nations as diverse
as America, China, South Korea and Singapore, and in key areas such
as poverty alleviation, agriculture and rural development, healthcare,
education and infrastructure development. Covid was undoubtedly a
setback to the economic prospects of Maharashtra, but that is now largely
behind us.
The share of Maharashtra in India’s population is less than 10%, but
the state contributes 13% to the national exchequer. That is largely due
to Maharashtra’s superior education system, which has maintained and
developed the state’s professional excellence in the face of rising academic
competition from across the country and the world. Given the state
government’s progressive policies we are sure that increasing number of
youth across Maharashtra will be equipped with suitable vocational skills
to ensure their employability. Maharashtra continues to attract the lion’s
share of FDI into the country, and over the coming years it will develop
adequate social and economic infrastructure meeting the needs of its
people as well as the domestic industry.
The international environment is becoming increasingly unpredictable.
Economic demands and domestic pressures means that the US is
withdrawing from many international agreements. And much of the
developed world also seems to be following its example, with protectionist
policies gradually becoming the norm. In this scenario, Maharashtra needs
to build a sufficiently robust domestic economy which will truly be as selfsufficient as possible. We now cannot afford to be too dependent on the
outside world for securing our economic growth.
May 2022
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The need of the hour is to focus on balanced development. There should
be genuine access to economic opportunity for all, benefitting the majority
of the population. This should include women and the traditionally
underrepresented sections of society. That will necessitate all state leaders
putting Maharashtra first, above personal and regional interests. The local
community needs to be deliberately involved in the provision of social
services and physical infrastructure necessary for economic growth in the
state.
Climate change is a global issue having a local impact. It is likely to pose a risk
to the development prospects of Maharashtra, and the government needs
to deliver a smooth and time-bound transition to a low-carbon economy.
Good governance should intrinsically include effective climate governance.
Climate change is now a major socioeconomic issue affecting financial risk
and investment, and the state government has the obligation to address
it with the same rigour as any other development concern. But climate
change can also be a new and complex issue for many administrators that
entails grappling with scientific, macroeconomic and policy uncertainties
across broad time scales and beyond traditional responsibilities. This is a
challenge needing to be overcome.
Data is indeed the new oil, and it has the same social and economic
transformative power. If socioeconomic data can be strategically shared
across various parts of Maharashtra and made accessible in the places
where analytics are the most useful, it will become a true game changer,
altering the way we live and work. Maharashtra’s policymakers need to focus
on it, and to design, refine and perfect a new set of capabilities, regulations
and shape a new culture. Nothing less than a new ecosystem will deliver
results. This is a critical component of the long-term planning required for
effective governance, which will positively impact Maharashtra’s growth
prospects.
With the rise of artificial intelligence, the state government needs to use
new and emerging digital technologies in innovative ways to enhance the
delivery of public services, especially in important socioeconomic areas
like education and healthcare, and in the most inaccessible parts of the
state. Policy attention should also be paid to contain the digital divide, both
between and within the urban and rural areas of Maharashtra.
Technology alone is not the long-term solution to our problems. The
state government has to fundamentally rethink its operating architecture,
governance models and funding structures. Policymakers also need
to develop a new set of core competencies such as data management,
cybersecurity, and design thinking. However, there are encouraging signs
that this is being seriously attempted and continually refined in strategic
partnerships with the local people and the private sector. MEDC believes
that the state government has both the intent and the capability to put
Maharashtra on a trajectory of sustained socioeconomic growth.
4
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OVERVIEW
THE
OVERVIEWOF
OF THE
STATE STATE
Source: Maharashtra Government

Maharashtra occupies the western and central part of the country and has a
long coastline stretching nearly 720 km along the Arabian Sea. The Sahyadri
mountain ranges provide a natural backbone to the State on the west, while the
Satpuda hills along the north and Bhamragad-Chiroli-Gaikhuri ranges on the east
serve as its natural borders. The State is surrounded by Gujarat to the North West,
Madhya Pradesh to the North, Chhattisgarh to the East, Telangana to the South
East, Karnataka to the South and Goa to the South West.
The State enjoys tropical monsoon climate. The hot scorching summer
from March onwards is normally followed by monsoon in early June. The rich
green cover of the monsoon season persists during the mild winter that follows
through an unpleasant October transition. The seasonal rains from the western
sea-clouds are very heavy and the rainfall is over 400 cm on the Sahyadrian
crests. The Konkan on the windward side is endowed with heavy rainfall,
declining northwards. East of the Sahyadri, the rainfall diminishes to a meagre
70 cm in the western plateau districts. The rains slightly increase eastwards in the
Marathwada and Vidarbha regions.
Maharashtra is the second largest state in India in terms of population and
has geographical area about 3.08 lakh sq. km. The State has 36 districts which are
functioning under six revenue divisions viz. Konkan, Pune, Nashik, Aurangabad,
Amravati and Nagpur, with effective machinery for planning at the district level.
For local self-governance in rural areas, there are 34 Zilla Parishads, 351
Panchayat Samitis and 27,920 Gram Panchayats. The urban areas are governed
through 26 Municipal Corporations, 230 Municipal Councils, 111 Nagar
Panchayats and seven Cantonment Boards.
Mumbai, the capital of Maharashtra and the financial capital of India,
houses the headquarters of most of the major corporate & financial institutions.
India's main stock exchanges & capital market and commodity exchanges are
located in Mumbai.
MEDC Economic Digest
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The State has 233 lakh ha of land under cultivation and area under forest is
52.0 lakh ha. Many irrigation projects are being implemented to improve
irrigation. A watershed development programme is being implemented to ensure
that soil and water conservation measures are implemented speedily in the unirrigated area.
The Jalyukta Shivar Abhiyaan has been launched to make Maharashtra
‘a drought-free state by 2019’ and every year 5,000 villages are targeted to make
them free of water scarcity.
Animal husbandry is an important agriculture related activity. The State’s
share in livestock and poultry population in India is about 6.3 per cent and
10.7 per cent respectively.
Maharashtra is one of the highly industrialised states and is a major IT
growth centre. It is pioneer in Small Scale Industries and continues to attract
industrial investments from both, domestic as well as foreign institutions.
The State has given importance to primary education, which has resulted in
consistent improvement in literacy rate. The literacy rate of the State is 82.3 per
cent against 73.0 per cent at All-India level as per the Population Census 2011.
Free education upto XIIth class is provided to girls studying in Government aided
schools. Excellent higher educational institutions in the fields of engineering,
medical and management are located here.
As per India Human Development Report 2011, India’s Human
Development Index is 0.467 whereas; it is 0.572 for the State.
The State has well spread road network of 2.99 lakh km (maintained by
Public Works Department and Zilla Parishads). All weather roads and fair
weather roads connect about 99 per cent villages. The surface transport facilities
and connectivity with sea ports and airports have resulted in good transport
system.
8
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The State is well known for its administrative acumen and innovative ideas.
It is first to implement Women Policy and engendering the budget by establishing
separate ‘Women & Child Development’ department. It is pioneer in
implementing its ‘Employment Guarantee Scheme’ which is replicated by the
Government of India.
Maharashtra is not just a geographical expression but an entity built on
collective efforts of its people. Natural as well as cultural diversities have helped
in the development of a unique Marathi culture. It has its own spiritual dimension
and known as Land of Saints. It has produced many renowned personalities
covering almost every aspect of human development. The State has sizable
contribution in sports, arts, literature and social services.
Monuments such as Ajanta, Ellora & Elephanta caves, Gateway of India
and architectural structures like Viharas & Chaityas, Forts and pilgrimage places
attract tourists from all over the world. In addition to this, for eco-tourism there
are
six National Parks, 48 Wild Life Sanctuaries and four conservation reserves in the
State. The world famous film industry, popularly known as ‘Bollywood’ is
located in the State.
Demographic Profile
According to Population Census 2011, population of the State is 11.24 crore
which constitutes 9.3 per cent population of India and it ranks second after Uttar
Pradesh in terms of population. The proportion of urban population is 45.2 per
cent in 2011 as against 42.4 per cent in 2001. About 63 per cent of the State
population belongs to working age group (15-59 years). State has observed
overall improvement of seven points in sex ratio from 922 in 2001 to 929 in 2011.
Sex ratio in rural areas of the State has decreased from 960 in 2001 to 952 in
2011, whereas it has increased in urban areas from 873 to 903 during the same
period. Literacy rate of the State has increased from 76.9 per cent in 2001 to 82.3
per cent in 2011.
MEDC Economic Digest
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State Economy
As per advance estimates, GSDP for 2016-17 at constant (2011-12) prices
is expected to be ` 18,15,498 crore. The ‘Agriculture & Allied activities’ sector is
expected to grow at 12.5 per cent while, ‘Industry’ and ‘Services’ sectors are
expected to grow at 6.7 per cent and 10.8 per cent respectively over the previous
year. As per the first revised estimates, GSDP at constant (2011-12) prices is
`16,59,776 crore during 2015-16, as against ` 15,30,211 crore in 2014-15,
showing an increase of 8.5 per cent. GSDP at current prices during 2015-16 is `
20,01,223 crore. Net State Domestic Product (State Income), as per the first
revised estimates, is ` 17,48,771 crore and Per Capita State Income is ` 1,47,399
during 2015-16.
As per advance estimates, the Nominal GSDP i.e. GSDP at current prices is
expected to be ` 22,67,789 crore during 2016-17. During 2011-12, it was
` 12,75,948 crore.
As per advance estimates, the Real GSDP is expected to grow at 9.4 per cent
during 2016-17. However, the year-on-year average growth in Real GSDP is
estimated at 7.3 per cent over 2011-12 to 2016-17.
The Per Capita Income has increased from ` 99,173 during 2011-12 to
` 1,64,757 during 2016-17 (advance estimates).
On an average, yearly increase in the Per Capita Income over previous year is
nearly 10 per cent.
Economic growth targets to be achieved by 2030
 Agriculture & Allied activities Sector : > 5 per cent
 Industry Sector : > 12 per cent
 Services Sector : 15 per cent
 Total GSDP : 12 per cent
 Per Capita Income : ` 6 lakh
10
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Gross Value Added at Basic prices by Industry of origin
(₹ crore)
Sectors
Agriculture and allied activities

2011-12@ 2012-13@ 2013-14@ 2014-15++ 2015-16+ 2016-17$
1,47,526

1,59,856

1,91,670

1,78,717 1,81,408 2,08,668

Crops

99,429

1,05,234

1,34,020

1,14,733 1,11,424 1,39,968

Livestock

28,557

32,826

35,171

39,857

46,329

43,530

Forestry and Logging

16,601

18,280

18,626

19,375

18,927

19,782

2,939

3,516

3,852

4,751

4,728

5,387

4,07,961

4,52,173

5,02,371

56,493

59,023

48,313

2,46,032

2,82,032

3,24,237

Electricity, Gas, Water
Supply and Other Utility
services

26,806

29,249

40,323

37,740

44,276

Construction

78,630

81,869

89,497

92,902

97,033 1,02,964

5,84,510

6,77,995

7,71,323

8,71,317 10,00,148 11,47,157

Trade, Repair, Hotels &
Restaurants, Transport,
Storage, Communication &
Services related to
broadcasting

1,70,109

2,02,646

2,16,966

2,39,671 2,69,975 3,03,194

Real Estate, Ownership of
dwellings and Professional
Services

1,90,870

2,24,570

2,65,812

3,11,628 3,72,306 4,41,691

Financial Services

1,17,836

1,29,091

1,49,730

1,63,703 1,75,715 1,94,257

Public Administration,
Defence & Other Services

1,05,694

1,21,689

1,38,816

1,56,315 1,82,151 2,08,014

Fishing and aquaculture
Industry
Mining and Quarrying
Manufacturing

Services Sector

Total GSVA

11,39,997

Taxes on Product
Less subsidies on products
GSDP
@ Preliminary

MEDC Economic Digest

1,98,304

2,16,322

26,134

33,717

35,643

+ First revised estimates

53,764

55,418

53,107

3,48,330 3,75,813 4,18,015
53,022

12,90,025 14,65,364 15,82,770 17,54,097 19,82,933

1,62,085

12,75,948

5,32,735 5,72,541 6,27,108

2,29,081 2,82,764 3,22,233
38,107

35,638

37,377

14,54,612 16,46,043 17,737,44 20,01,223 22,67,789

++ Second revised estimates

$ Advance estimates
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Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP) of the
State

20
15

12.8

10

12.8

Growth rate of the State economy
10.0
22.7

9.4
Growth rate (Percent)

GSDP (` Lakh crore)

25

At Current Prices (Nominal)
At Constant (2011-12) Prices (Real)
20.0
17.7
16.5
14.5
16.6
15.3
14.5
13.5

18.2

8.0

6.0
5.4
4.0
2.0

0

0.0

@ Preliminary estimates

2012-13@ 2013-14@2014-15++ 2015-16+ 2016-17$

2016-17$

++ Second revised estimates

7.3

6.0

5

2011-12@ 2012-13@ 2013-14@ 2014-15++ 2015-16+

8.5

+ First revised estimates

$ Advance estimates

Per capita income (2015-16) of selected states
160000

148,485

147,399

143,547

143,023

Per Capita Income (`)

140000
120000

107,532

100000
94,178

80000

65,388

60000

48,520

40000
20000
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Growth rate of Agriculture & Allied Activities
sector
12.5

Growth rate (Per cent)

15.0
10.0

12.5

5.0
0.0
2012-13@ 2013-14@ 2014-15++ 2015-16+ 2016-17$
-0.5
-4.6

-5.0
-10.0

-11.2

-15.0

Growth rate of Livestock sector

25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
-5.0

19.0

Growth rate (Per cent)

Growth rate (Per cent)

Growth rate of Crop sector
19.3

-2.0
2012-13@ 2013-14@ 2014-15++ 2015-16+ 2016-17$

-10.0
-15.0
-20.0

-10.3

10.0
9.0
8.0
7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

4.0

3.8

2.0
1.1

2012-13@ 2013-14@ 2014-15++ 2015-16+

-17.5

@ Preliminary estimates

9.0

++ Second revised estimates

+ First revised estimates

2016-17$

$ Advance estimates

Growth rate of Industry sector
Growth rate (Per cent)

8.0
7.0

7.5
6.9

6.0

6.7

5.0
5.1

4.0
3.0
2.8

2.0
1.0
0.0

2012-13@ 2013-14@ 2014-15++ 2015-16+

Growth rate of Construction sector
4.3

5.0

9.4

9.3

8.4

8.4
6.3

Growth rate (Per cent)

Growth rate (Per cent)

Growth rate of Manufacturing sector
10.0
9.0
8.0
7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

2016-17$

3.7

4.0

2.8

3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
-1.0
-2.0

2012-13@ 2013-14@ 2014-15++ 2015-16+ 2016-17$
-2.8

-3.0

2012-13@ 2013-14@ 2014-15++ 2015-16+ 2016-17$

@ Preliminary estimates
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++ Second revised estimates

-2.1

-4.0

+ First revised estimates

$ Advance estimates
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Growth rate of Services sector
Growth rate (Per cent)

12.0

10.6

10.8

2015-16+

2016-17$

9.3

10.0

8.4

8.1

2012-13@

2013-14@

8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
0.0
2014-15++

Growth rate of Financial services sector

16.0
14.0
12.0
10.0
8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
0.0

14.1
12.7

11.6

10.0
8.4

16.0
Growth rate (Per cent)

Growth rate (Per cent)

Growth rate of Real Estate, Ownership of dwellings and
Professional Services sector

14.0
12.0

13.5

10.0
8.0
6.0

8.6

8.3

8.1

4.0

4.6

2.0
0.0

2012-13@

2013-14@

2014-15++

@ Preliminary estimates

2015-16+

2016-17$

++ Second revised estimates

2012-13@

2013-14@

+ First revised estimates

2014-15++

2015-16+

2016-17$

$ Advance estimates

Key Challenges
Although Maharashtra is one of the affluent states in India, it is facing several
challenges as well. Some of the major challenges faced by the State are highlighted
below.
Agriculture & allied activities sector continues to carry a major share of
burden of the population as well as work-force and therefore, continue to play an
important role in the economy of the State. However, it contributes only 11.8 per
cent to GSDP. The crop production in the State is mainly dependent on weather
conditions thereby creating economic uncertainties for farmers.
During last decade, the rainfall pattern underwent unfavourable changes. The
rainfall was inadequate and also the distribution of rainfall experienced shift in
temporal distribution. This affected the productivity of major crops, which reflected
in Y-o-Y fluctuations in growth. During last decade, Y-o-Y growth was negative for
nearly 6 years. As a consequence, the overall growth rate of agricultural income was

14
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zero or even negative. Drought was officially declared in 28,000 villages in 2015-16.
Land resources are critical for agriculture and current scenario indicate continuous
process of degradation and declining soil quality with overall impact on loss of
productivity and high production cost. At the same time, there are insufficient grain
storage and food processing units in the State.
The State has only 17 per cent forest cover and 20 percent green cover
(vegetation), as compared to the norm of about 33 per cent forest cover, which poses
a serious challenge. At the same time, environmental decay is posing altogether a
different challenge.
The pace of urbanisation is very high, due to which urban infrastructure
facilities are overburdened. Large scale migration to urban areas in the State leads to
overcrowding, unemployment, etc. Overcrowding in urban areas creates tremendous
pressure on housing, public transport, health services, education, drinking water and
sanitation. Public transport systems in cities are unable to keep pace with the rapid
and substantial increases in demand over the past few years. As a result, people have
turned towards private mode of transport such as two-wheelers and four-wheelers.
Cities cannot afford to cater only to the private vehicles and there has been general
recognition of the need to reduce travel by private modes and boost public transport
system. Overcrowding is also leading to the slums and squatter settlements which is a
prominent feature in the ecological structure of cities, especially municipal
corporation areas.
Per capita water availability is declining due to increasing population,
insufficient rains, rising multi-sectoral water demand for irrigation, industries and
domestic purposes. In order to bridge the gap between water availability and demand
there is an urgent need for improving the water-use efficiency of completed projects.
Problem of non-availability of drinking water still persists in rural areas in post
monsoon period.
Industry and services sector establishments are mainly concentrated in
Mumbai, Thane, Pune and Nagpur belt. Uneven distribution of establishments has
caused unbalanced growth.
Aggregate Technical & Commercial (AT & C) losses are to the tune of 20.2
per cent, which can be reduced by improving infrastructure. Also, the share of
renewable energy sources in electricity generation is still meagre and needs thrust to
improve further.
MEDC Economic Digest
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As per India Human Development Report 2011, Maharashtra ranks 6th across
India, having Human Development Index (HDI) 0.572. As per Maharashtra Human
Development Report 2012, HDI of the State is 0.752. The literacy rate is still
82.34 per cent. The State is facing another challenge of lower sex ratio
(929 females per 1000 males). Further, this challenge gets aggravated in case of
children in the age group 0-6 years (894 girls per 1000 boys).
Even though the State has achieved nearly 98 per cent in terms of enrolment in
schools at primary level, the gender gap in enrolment is 5.75 per cent and there are
nearly 75,000 children out of-school in the State. The overall quality of education is
also needs to be enhanced.
Although the State has sufficient number of Public Health Centres (PHC),
the quality of health infrastructure needs to be further improved. As per the
norms specified by Government of India, the doctor-population ratio should be
1:1000 whereas, the ratio in the State is 1:1418. The infant mortality rate is quite
high (21 per thousand live births) which needs to be addressed on a priority basis.
Combating incidences of malaria, tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS is a major challenge in
providing public health services.
The State is carrying ` 4,13,044 (as verified from 2017-18 BE) crore debt
stock which compel the State to divert large amount of revenue towards interest
payment as well as repayment of the debt. Though, debt stock and fiscal deficit of the
State are well within the limits and the State has not exceeded the borrowing limits
for last several years, the provision required for the target achievement is going to
put some burden on the financial status of the State.
Sectorwise major key challenges are as follows:
Economic
 High disparity in per capita gross value added among districts (Highest
Mumbai (Rs.2,58,749) , lowest Nandurbar (Rs.66,110)
Agriculture & allied activities
 About 52 per cent population dependent on this sector which contributes 11.8
per cent to the State economy
 Small and fragmented land holdings (Average size 1.44 ha, which was 4.71 ha
in 1971)
16
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 Agriculture heavily dependent on rains; low productivity
 Irrigation potential utilised is 26.54 lakh ha (about 40.0 per cent of irrigation
potential created)
 Making agriculture profitable or at least survivable
 Retaining local level employment in this sector
 Reducing the burden of population dependent on core agriculture, making a
shift to allied activities
 Infrastructure gap in transport, storage and effective marketing chain, boosting
agro-processing and R&D
 Traditional agriculture, lack of mechanization, R & D, Storage and marketing
 Untimely and inadequate finances
 Declining livestock population , inland fishing and stagnant marine fishing
Industry and Services
 Concentration of industries in few pockets
 High proposed industrial investment, actual implementation is 44 per cent
 Migration of industries to other states
 Cotton growing areas and textiles units at different locations
 Inadequate tourism infrastructure with connectivity
Infrastructure
 Hindrances in land acquisition for raising infrastructure
 Mismatch in growing demand and existing infrastructure
 Need for co-ordinated connectivity
 Inadequate infrastructure for water transport
 All district head quarters not covered by rail network
 Air transport facility available at selected places only
 To provide 24 x 7 electricity at affordable rate and to minimize AT & C losses
 Need for viable, affordable and adequate public transport system in cities

MEDC Economic Digest
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Social Sector
 High urbanization (45.2 %) & migration of population towards cities
 Decadal population growth (16.0 %)
 Child sex ratio much below at 894
 Illiterate population - 17.7 % & gender gap in literacy - 12.5 %
 Lack of control on communicable and non communicable diseases
 Inadequate health infrastructure (including physical and human resources)
 Need for providing health care facilities at affordable cost with increase in
private health care services
 Lack of mechanism to measure quality health services in private and public
sector
 Need for providing quality education at affordable cost & monitoring
mechanism
 Incidence of mal nutrition in tribal and slum areas
 Education & skill development considering need of industry & services sector
 Providing affordable housing with basic amenities viz. water, electricity &
sanitation
 Lack of availability of sufficient & safe drinking water
 Inadequate sanitation infrastructure in rural areas & slums in cities
 Disposal of solid waste, e-waste & bio-medical waste
 Lack of infrastructure for treating pollutants before discharging into water
bodies
 Need for facilities for sewage treatment
 Forest cover only 20 % & meagre in Marathwada region
Governance
 High vacancy position
 Centralization of powers
 Need for IT infrastructure for e-governance & capacity building of human
resources
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Maharastra at a Glance
Way Forward
Current
Status

2020
(via)

2030

All India
level

Growth rate (per cent)

9.4@

10.5

12.0
(sustainably)

7.1@

GSDP at current prices
(` lakh crore)

22.7@

30.0

86.0

152.5 @

1,47,399*

2,68,000

6,00,000

94,178 *

Cereals (kg/ha)

1,304 ++

1,400

1,650

2,414

Pulses (kg/ha)

699++

772

910

745

Oilseeds (kg/ha)

1,127 ++

1,275

1,500

1,136

Cotton (kg/ha)

276++

306

360

487

Sugarcane (MT/ha)

87 ++

90

100

70

Milk grams
(per day)

239*

279

376

337*

Eggs
(per annum)

46*

55

84

66

Meat
kg (per annum)

5.8

6.8

10.4

N.A.

Forest cover

(per cent)

20

25

33

21

Irrigation potential
created

(lakh ha)

66.42

74.45

99.10

N.A.

11.38

15.00

22.00

N.A.

2.70

4.50

10.00

N.A.

984*

1,217

1,653

653*

7,466.56 ^^

Indicator
Economic

Per Capita State Income (`)
Agriculture & allied activities

Foodgrain productivity

Per capita availability

Industry
Industrial investment (Aug., 1991 - Nov.,
2016) (` lakh crore)
Actual realisation (` lakh crore)

#

^

Infrastructure
Per capita power Consumption (unit)
Installed capacity of renewable energy (MW)
Road length (km) per 100 sq. km (PWD + ZP)
Railway route length (km) per hundred sq. km
of area
@ - for 2016-17, * - for 2015-16,
N.A. – Not available
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8,000

10,000

50,068*

##

220

250

138##

1.99*

2.27

2.66

2.03*

198

++ - Average of 2011-12 to 2014-15,

^- for 2014-15,

# - upto June 2015,
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Maharastra at a Glance
Current
Status

2020
(via)

2030

All India
level

Human Development Index

0.752 $

0.8

0.9

0.609

Life expectancy at birth (years)

71.6

72

77

66.1

17

10

39

30

19

167

Indicator
Social Sector

**
**

Infant Mortality Rate

21

Maternal Mortality Ratio

68

$$

Under 5 Mortality Rate

24

22

<15

45

Neonatal Mortality Rate

15

15

<10

26

Still birth rate

4

<4

<4

4

Incidence rate of TB cases (per 1000 persons)

1.67

1.17

0.33

1.71

Annual parasite (malaria) incidence rate (per
1000 persons)

<1

<1

0

N.A.

1:1418

1:1200

1:1000

1:1700

Beds per lakh of population

108

120

150

N.A.

Malnutrition (per cent)

10.4

7.0

0

N.A.

Literacy rate (per cent)

82.3

85.0

90.0

73.0

Gender gap in literacy rate (per cent)

12.5

10.0

5

16.3

Gross Enrolment Ratio (Higher Education)

29.9

35

50

24.3

Open defecation by households (per cent)

34

0 by
2017

0

49.8

Drinking water (Households covered) (per cent)

83

100

100

85.5

Households having Individual
Latrine Facility (per cent)

65

80

100

N.A.

18.5

7

0 by
2022

N.A.

20

50

100

N.A.

Doctor-Population ratio

Household

Houseless families (rural) (lakh)
Municipal solid waste disposal (per cent)

* for - 2015-16
^^ - October 2016
## - as on 31/03/2015
$ - 2011
** - 2015
$$ - 2011-13
Note : Wherever not specified, current status is for 2016-17
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Maharastra at a Glance
Core five Pillars of 2025
The fundamental principle of the vision is sustainable, balanced and all
inclusive socio-economic growth of the State. A sustainable environment enables
a sustained growth across all sectors. Investment in environment helps in
self-sustaining growth over long term hence, utmost importance has been given to
environment; forming a bedrock for the five pillar strategy.
1. Agriculture & Allied Activities: This sector is the backbone of the State. It is the
most important aspects of the vision, being primary source of our self-sufficiency
of food. This covers allied activities like Animal Husbandry, Dairy, Fisheries
(ADF), Water Resources, Water conservation, Marketing and Forests.
2. Industry: This shall contribute to the Industrial Revolution of the State heralded
by schemes like Make in India & Make in Maharashtra. This aspect shall fuel the
growth to achieve the Vision 2030, encapsulating related sectors of the economy.
3. Infrastructure: It is the basic requirement to overcome present bottlenecks and
to achieve sustainable, balanced all inclusive economic growth across geography
of the State. This shall be a booster for achieving the vision. It covers surface, rail,
water, air transport and energy, etc.
4. Social sector: The aforementioned 3 pillars shall contribute to economic growth
for the State. This sector shall ensure social development which shall be the
outcome of Vision 2030. The results of this sector in conjunction with the above
pillars shall lead to an improvement in Human Development Index (HDI).
5. Governance: The administrative, financial reforms and refocusing of planning
and policies shall facilitate speedy, time-bound achievements of Vision 2030. For
Vision 2030 to be a reality, a helpful, accountable and transparent Governance is
a must; and this pillar ensures the same.
Global warming is palpable these days, and we have moved from
questioning the veracity of it to actually taking steps against it. The implication of
climate change is higher temperatures, variability and uncertainty about
distribution of rainfall and health hazards. Maharashtra is an urbanised and
industrialised state and to sustain its industrial and agricultural output,
environment forms the bed rock of our 5 pillar strategy.
MEDC Economic Digest
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Interview with
Dr. Sanjay Mukherjee
(IAS)
- Dr. Sanjay Mukherjee
Vice Chairman and Managing Director
City and Industrial Development Corporation
1. What is your futuristic plan for Navi Mumbai Smart
city? How do you want to make it the world's fastestgrowing business and tourist destination?
Ans: It has always been CIDCO’s mission to promote the
all-around development of Navi Mumbai. To make the city
a self-sustaining ecosystem, CIDCO has always focused on
creating jobs within the city so that the citizens do not have to commute far. With this view, CIDCO is
developing International Corporate Park in Kharghar to attract foreign financial investments and create
job opportunities in the city. Various beautifications projects are being undertaken to develop the tourism
sector of the city.
2. What are the upcoming big projects in Navi Mumbai?
Ans: As we progress towards the future, there are a few ambitious and world-class projects under
development in Navi Mumbai. These projects will give Navi Mumbai a unique identity on the global
stage. With the upcoming Navi Mumbai International Airport and the Navi Mumbai Airport Influence
Notified Area (NAINA), Navi Mumbai will see the development of international infrastructure and
townships within the city. The International Corporate Park and the Centre of Excellence football
stadium will put the city on the world map. The Navi Mumbai Metro is the futuristic mode of transport
for the satellite city as the Navi Mumbai Metro is expected to commence its operations very soon.
3. Could you please share your experience regarding the development of a smart city?
Ans: As the head of the organization that has pioneered the development of world-class infrastructure
in Navi Mumbai since its inception, the experience has been a humbling and educating experience.
The city of Navi Mumbai has huge potential. As the largest planned township in the country, the
city has created an identity of its own on the global stage. Transforming such a city into a smart
city with world-class infrastructure and projects of international standards had its challenges. But,
with CIDCO’s planning and execution capabilities and the support of our extremely talented team at
CIDCO, we were able to stay true to our mission and foster the transformation of the city.
4. Since CIDCO is building an airport, sea links, and metros, what's the revenue expected to be
garnered? Can you give some live details of these projects?
Ans: Being the town planning agency, CIDCO had been entrusted with task of developing various
projects like metro, airport, etc. Along with these mega projects, CIDCO also develops various
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projects in the field of social, health and educational. CIDCO develops these projects on the principle
of no profit no loss. The various ambitious projects are undertaken by CIDCO within the city like
the airport, sea link and the metro have been started to foster socio-economic development of the
city. The pre-development work of the airport is complete, and the work of actual construction is
expected to begin very soon as the State Bank of India has decided to finance the entire project.
The Navi Mumbai Metro has received the last required certificate from the CRMS recently, and the
passenger traffic on the Navi Mumbai Metro from Pendhar to Central Park, Kharghar is expected to
commence very soon.
5. How is CIDCO's infrastructure development strategy transforming the lives of communities
in Navi Mumbai?
Ans: The infrastructure facilities play an integral role in promoting the socio-economic development
of the communities that reside within the city. Every node in Navi Mumbai developed by CIDCO
are self-sufficient in terms of infrastructural, social, educational, health facilities. CIDCO's affordable
housing with well-developed connectivity, water and power supply made Navi Mumbai as an excellent
habitat for common citizens. And also these are the main reasons which are improving lives of
communities in Navi Mumbai.
6. Public-private partnerships are an important component of the successful development of
town planning. How are they being facilitated, especially in Navi Mumbai?
Ans: Public-private partnerships are very crucial to facilitate all-around balanced urban development.
The involvement of the private sector allows for faster developments on multiple avenues and fosters
socio-economic growth of the city as the citizens get to participate in the development of the city.
The Navi Mumbai International Airport is being developed in a Public-private partnership with the
Adani group. The Greenfield airport of Navi Mumbai is going to be the largest Greenfield airport in
the country. Other than that, CIDCO has been constantly putting up residential and residential cum
commercial plots for sale to promote the construction and commercial sector in Navi Mumbai.
7. What are your sustainable
development goals for
Navi Mumbai?
Ans: The development
philosophy for Navi Mumbai
has always been to create a
self-sufficient sustainable
urban environment. While
developing any project,
utmost care is taken
considering balance of the
nature. CIDCO has always
believed in preserving
the
beautiful
natural
surroundings of the city
by creating mangrove and
nature parks in and around
the city.
MEDC Economic Digest
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Experts Voice
- Mr. Atul D. Shirodkar
Chairman & Mg. Director
Chourangi Builders and Developers Pvt. Ltd.
Maharashtra is India's second most industrialised
state contributing 20% of national industrial
output. Almost 46% of the GDP is contributed by
industry. Maharashtra has software parks in many
cities around the state, and is the second largest
exporter of software with annual exports over
Rs. 80,000 crores.
Although highly industrialized, agriculture
continues to be the main occupation in many
regions of the state. 24.14% of the working age
population is employed in agriculture and allied
activities.
Maharashtra’s contribution to the Indian economy
is Rs. 5,90,995 crores and contributes about 13%
of the national income and around 20% to the
country’s GDP.
Major agriculture reforms, infrastructure focus
and untapped economy of International exhibition
industry can raise Maharashtra’s contribution to
further 5% to country’s GDP. $ 1 Trillion economy
by 2025 is absolutely possible.

- Prof. Ujwala Chakradeo
Vice Chancellor
SNDT Women's University

Maharashtra Vision 2025
Implementation of N EP is being done on
rigorous basis in almost all the Higher Education
Institutions. Excellent higher educational
institutions in fields of engineering, medical &
management are located in Maharashtra which is
an added advantage for enhancing the skill base
and making the state exclusive through quality
education. This will help in reaping the advantage
of demographic dividend.
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- Shri Ashishkumar Chauhan
Managing Director & CEO
Bombay Stock Exchange
Shri Ashishkumar Chauhan Quote “Maharashtra is
India's leading industrialised states and a major center
for IT, SME's, Agri and allied industries, and trade.
Currently, India and Maharashtra are at a pivotal position,
being among the fastest growing large economies,
supported by a suitable enabling environment, and
expectation of 9% plus growth till 2025. For growth
to be sustained at such levels, productivity is key,
which can result in better use of Resources – Land,
Labour, Capital and Technology. Focus must remain
on improving urban infrastructure, development of
smart SEZ's (single window clearances and no red
tape), ports and airports for seamless trade, setting up
of mega industrial parks and manufacturing clusters
with common facilities for components forming the
basis of next-gen technologies, and deep commitment
to agri best practices. Moving forward with the right
vision, Maharashtra will continue to remain the
prime investment destination for national and global
businesses. The state leadership is taking several
steps and is committed to further strengthening its
framework to create an investor-friendly environment.”
- Mrs. Valsa Nair Singh
Principal Secretary
Department Tourism, Cultural Affairs
Government of Maharashtra
Cultural tourism in Maharashtra can play a role in promoting
and protecting the local heritage, strengthening sustainable
development, and increasing transnational cooperation.
Cultural tourism invites the traveller to discover Maharashtra’s
rich and diverse heritage. It promotes cultural diversity,
intercultural dialogue and mutually beneficial exchanges across
borders. It also combines tangible and intangible resources,
natural and cultural heritage, as well as the past and the present.
The government of Maharashtra has strongly promoted
Cultural Tourism in recent years. We believe that cultural
tourism as a promoter of sustainable development can have
a significant positive impact on the revitalization of the local
regions. These impacts are social and economic, and include
raising public awareness of the potential of cultural heritage, enhancing the quality of life and wellbeing
of local communities, supporting rural and urban development, and attracting investment in tourism.
In the post-Covid world, the regeneration of small settlements, towns and communities, can be used as
a tool of economic revitalization to create or regenerate successful living landscapes, to repair or renew
physical, social or economic infrastructure, and to assist people who are disadvantaged by their social,
economic or geographical circumstances. Our department is committed to help them to that end.
MEDC Economic Digest
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- Shri Sanjay Khandare
Chairman & Managing Director
Mahagenco
Mahagenco is leveraging new, clean technologies
for seamless integration of renewable energy into
the grid. It has similarly undertaken various new
initiatives for digitalisation and to improve the
efficiencies of the coal value chain. Mahagenco
is looking into asset performance management,
station heat rate optimisation, floating solar plants,
hybrid plants, flexibilization of existing thermal
plants, bundling of Solar with Hydro &amp;
Thermal and robotics and automation to control
critical activities. With all these efforts, Mahagenco
will be able to provide high quality customer service
and foster the socioeconomic growth of our state,
thereby serving our nation.
- Shri Rajendra Jadhav
Joint Commissioner of Fisheries Department of Fisheries
Government of Maharashtra
Maharashtra is blessed with a 720 km coastline, and we need to act
decisively to tap this natural advantage. Once viewed as boundless
and inexhaustible, the blue economy is now straining under an
unprecedented combination of human activities and natural limits.
Our department is doing all it can to untangling the maze of
socioeconomic factors behind the multidimensional issues facing
the sector, including promoting the use of appropriate technology
and addressing issues pertaining to climate change.
Millions of people in Maharashtra depend on fish as their primary
source of dietary protein, and we have tried to promote this healthy
trend in diverse ways. Sustainable development has a key role to play in
the growth of the blue economy, especially given that the fisheries sector
provides huge scope for local employment. However, rising global trade
in fish products does not always return benefits to local communities,
particularly when market incentives combine with inadequate resource management leading to the depletion
of coastal resources. We are doing our best to address this imbalance.For sustainable fisheries Marine act is
implemented in our territorial water.
The effective practice of deep-sea fishing can contribute greatly to the revitalization of Maharashtra’s
socioeconomic growth, which is necessary in the post-Covid era. We are working towards developing
a sustainable blue economy, wherein commercial activity is in sync with the long-term capacity of the
fisheries sector to support such activity and remain resilient and healthy.Under PMMSY schemes deep sea
fishing vessels support for assistance.
We do hope that our efforts will help policymakers identify the most optimal approaches to harnessing the
fisheries sector with all its forward and backward linkages. It can enable the sustainable use of blue resources for
the socioeconomic wellbeing of our state, and also serve as a role model to other coastal regions of India.
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Mumbai’s Infrastructure Development Key to Maharashtra Vision 2025

A

- Dr. Neville Mehta
CEO, Mumbai First

t 3.30pm on 16th April 1853, the first train from Bori Bunder to Thane was flagged off! Arguably, this
marked the first major infrastructure project in Mumbai that laid the foundation for what Mumbai is
today, the engine for India’s economic growth!!
“Bursting at the seams” has been the most popular phrase to describe Mumbai for more than 20 years now.
As the population of the city has grown exponentially, there have been few corresponding infrastructure
projects to meet the demands of its 20 million residents. However, infrastructure development could not
keep pace with the runaway success of Mumbai as an economic entity. For Mumbai to re-establish itself
as the financial capital of the country that is able to compete with some of the global financial centers in
this part of the world, massive investment in infrastructure was urgently needed.
For the first time, over the last two decades, serious attention was paid to planning for Mumbai’s infrastructure
needs regardless of whether they were within the ambit of the State or Central governments. Flagship
infrastructure projects like the Bandra-Worli sea link, expansion of Mumbai suburban rail network,
Eastern freeway, Mumbai Monorail, Mumbai Metro, Modernization of existing airport, and development
of Navi Mumbai airport were launched and mostly completed.
Today, Maharashtra is envisioned to have 20% of India’s GDP in 2025, which is an aggregate output
of $1 trillion. It is a well-known fact that Mumbai is the gateway to Maharashtra and therefore needs
to be in good shape if the state's economy has to do well. Thus, Mumbai is witnessing a sea change in
public infrastructure from new bridges to metros and a new airport. Hence an outlook on Mumbai’s
infrastructure transformation is all the more necessary to understand the scale on which it can contribute
to Maharashtra’s vision of a $1 trillion economy by 2025.
Mumbai has always been privileged to have historically built infrastructure which dates back to preindependence, developed by the British. The local train network, originally started in 1853, ferrying
millions of Mumbaikars every day, has been expanded numerous times; and remains one of the most
well-connected local city networks across the country. The wide bus network Brihanmumbai Electricity
Supply and Transport (BEST) buses, set up about 150 years ago, continues to remain an economical mode
of last-mile connectivity with most parts of the city on its network.
While these civic services have lasted more than a century and have served the city well, with the rising
population of this city, today, they have proven to be inadequate for a city of 20 million. For instance, the
commute from south to north or east to the west seems to take longer with each
passing decade as the city spreads. Even as roads are widened and flyovers are built, the connecting
roads between these are consistently packed. The overcrowded city also finds itself boxed into certain
geographical limitations with the sea setting a permanent boundary, limiting access roads that consequently,
become traffic-clogged during peak hours.
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This makes the current infrastructure boom in the city all the more critical for building a future for the
city. The construction of expressways, roads, flyovers, and metros, will go a long way in addressing one of
the city’s key challenges, shortening commute times for its residents, while ensuring world-class facilities.
It will also go a long way in boosting Mumbai’s highly valued real estate market in the coming decades,
connecting suburbs to the city centres while meeting housing needs of the city.
From 2022 onwards, many of the city’s ongoing projects will start hitting their completion. These major
infra projects include the Mumbai Trans Harbour Link, Navi Mumbai International Airport, Mumbai
Coastal Road, Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor, Mumbai Ahmedabad High-Speed Rail, GoregaonMulund Link Road, and the planned underground tunnel between Borivali and Thane.
The 21.8 km-long Mumbai Trans Harbour Link is one of the most anticipated projects in the city,
connecting it with rapidly developing Navi Mumbai, the Mumbai-Pune Expressway, and the proposed
Western Freeway. A similar sea link is the Mumbai Coastal Road, connecting Marine Lines in the south of
the city to Kandivali in the north. The Goregaon-Mulund Link Road will comprise three six-lane flyovers
that will include two tunnels. Similarly, the Thane-Borivali twin tunnels will connect the city with Thane.
In the next few years, we will also see a big push with the metro line. The 14 lines of the Mumbai metro
are spread across more than 200 km, with a further 21.289 km coverage approved and 136.4 km under the
proposal. Of this, 11.4 km are operational while 169.061 km are under construction.
The infrastructure projects are not limited to the city limits alone. With connectivity to micro- markets of
Mumbai’s satellite cities, Thane, Navi Mumbai, and Palava, many of these projects will be key in meeting
the objective of developing the Mumbai Metropolitan Region. Connecting these satellite cities along with
the ready availability of mid-scale and premium residential properties, these areas are poised for another
round of growth and occupancy.
Being a city that has always been geographically constrained by its linear shape, the Mumbai Port Trust’s
project of opening up 966 hectares (nearly 10 sq km) of the idle eastern waterfront can change the
map of the city. With Gujarat having taken over a chunk of the shipping, maritime, and coastal trade,
Mumbai’s eastern waterfront’s exploitation can offer a lot more than just leisure infrastructure, marinas,
and international cruise terminals.
Experts have opined that this new parcel of land can be the vehicle to address long standing problems of
the city. The land can be redeveloped to include affordable housing, hospitals, schools, colleges, recreation,
and sports infrastructure, intrastate bus terminus, water transportation, and infrastructure for cruise liners,
besides cultural centers. This can potentially bring a positive change in the lifestyle and wellness of the
people, apart from promoting tourism, with emphasis on the safety of the environment and wildlife.
If the government is any wiser from its learnings from mill lands redevelopment mistakes in the 1990s,
judicious opening up of the eastern waterfront can potentially transform the city into an international
powerhouse like Shanghai or Hong Kong. Some of the world’s largest financial centers — which were
catapulted on the global map and catalyzed local, domestic and regional economies — occupy a much
smaller area than Mumbai’s eastern waterfront.
Spread over merely 40 hectares, London’s Canary Wharf was once a quay used to unload imports from
the Mediterranean and Canary Islands. Since 1987, the area has emerged as London’s biggest financial
district with over 150,000 people employed there, generating an annual revenue of over US$50 billion. In
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midtown New York, the minuscule area between Manhattan’s 41st and 59th streets covering five zip codes
employ 600,000 workers who earn more than six-digit US dollar salaries. In Asia, the Dubai International
Financial Center, established in 2004 over 110 hectares, has quickly risen to the eighth position among
global financial powerhouses, placing it in the elite company of London, New York, Hong Kong and
Singapore.
Though the scale of Mumbai's infrastructure development is impressive, it faces many challenges to
upgrade further. Today Mumbai is plagued by numerous physical and social infrastructure constraints,
despite being India’s financial capital. Many of these shortcomings have resulted in uneven development
where pockets of prosperity survive in a sea of deprivation. For one, nearly 42 percent of Mumbai’s
population resides in slums, largely deprived of adequate and clean water supply and sanitation. Studies
estimating the impact of rising sea levels on coastal cities have already predicted large areas of Mumbai
will be submerged by 2050. Slum settlements, which are in the city’s low-lying marshy areas, are likely to be
the worst affected. Such inherent and unresolved problems are poised to increase Mumbai’s vulnerability.
Currently, Mumbai’s ability to develop an intentional global approach is impacted by its governance
framework impacting it to be a global city in the true sense. The complex relationship between government
and municipal organizations has prevented the evolution of an effective common agenda for the city's
development and sustainability. The numerous planning authorities, state government agencies, central
government, public infrastructure, and renewal agencies, and urban municipal bodies across the region
overlap in their jurisdiction and are politically divided along party lines. The absence of citywide leadership
with vision or stature results in coordination problems when executing the big projects that Mumbai
urgently needs.
Moreover, regional planning initiatives in the Mumbai region have generally lacked flexibility, civic
engagement, private sector input, and pathways for implementation. Administrators in local institutions
are discouraged from taking long-term sustainable systems perspectives and e conomic development is
not viewed as a major task of city leadership.
Clearly, the odds are high, but so are the stakes. Discovering Mumbai's true potential will require much more
than infrastructure enhancement and re-engineering. New tracts of land, such as the eastern waterfront
and NAINA, that increase Mumbai’s metropolitan reach must be developed with an emphasis on job
creation and economic gains and flexibility of mixed land use, and optimal linkages through sustainable
public transport.
Despite the challenges, Mumbai has what it takes — new space for expansion, a high-skilled industrious
population, and a thriving private sector. Now, it must get its act together.
Hence, the major infrastructure projects underway in Mumbai and nearby areas will be critical in ensuring
the growth of India’s financial capital and also in ensuring Maharashtra's rise to a $1 trillion economy
by 2025. As a city that is home to some of the nation’s biggest businesses, this development will help in
encouraging more commercial growth across the region as it also cuts down on the average commuting
time for the office goer, thereby taking an important step in addressing the quality of life of the city’s
residents. Mumbai will witness a major overhaul in its infrastructure from a commuting standpoint. While
several projects have been under construction for a long time; and also these projects will get commissioned
gradually, what this generation will witness over the next few years is something that Mumbai has not seen
for several decades.
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Maharashtra Chasing $ 1 TRILLION
Dream
- Shri Nanasaheb Patil
IAS MA Economics

T

heme : Aiming at a GDP of $1 trillion, Maharashtra is likely to be India’s growth engine for the next
half a decade. If the CM’s agenda goes as planned, Maharashtra will account for 20% of India’s
GDP in 2025. The state contributes about 15% of the GDP at present. Ease of living is to be the focus
for Maharashtra -Vision 2025. It will emphasize new-age infrastructure technology and its impact on the
state’s economy, and also outline the path for infrastructure development of various sectors like urban
mobility, EV adoption, agricultural technology, renewable energy, water resources and ports etc.
The Government of Maharashtra has declared its intention to promote economic development so that it
can reach the target of $1 trillion GDP.
The State is one of the highly urbanised and industrialised state in the country. But still the State faces the
issues like unbalanced development, the problem of unemployment especially the youth sector, the farm
distress, the rampant poverty in tribal areas and the deficiency in infrastructure in terms of roads, ports,
energy and the poor and unbalanced level of urbanisation.

Source : Maharshtra Economic Survey 21 22
It is worthwhile to examine whether there has been inclusive development development both in terms
of individuals or social groups and the regions. Economic development must not neglect the regions and
social groups in its path towards future growth.
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The State has demographic dividend having very young population which need to skilled and employed
(see he graph below). The frequent agitations for reservation in the government sector reflect the massive
unemployment in the State.

Source : The Economic Survey of Maharshtra 21 22
It is very important to understand outside Mumbai Thane Pune Nasik belt why the state of Maharashtra
has remained is very very underdeveloped , backward and riddled with Farm distress having large number
of suicides.
The State has been facing acute farm crisis for the last so many years especially in areas like Marathwada
and Vidarbha. This farm crisis is an deficit income crisis due to small unviable holdings. Among the
various issues ,the lack of access to markets , non availability of credit at low interest rates, the declining
soil health and low irrigation facilities compound the difficulties and lead to farm distress.
Declining Average holding size : Making farming unviable

Source : Agriculture Census Com Agriculture Pune
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The farming in Maharashtra has become unviable as the the labour intensive manufacturing has not developed
in the State which could have taken surplus labour out of farming. The farms have become the parking lots
for unemployed people resulting in smaller and smaller land holdings due to division of holdings.
Lastly, It is very pertinent to examine whether all regions of the state can develop simultaneously or there
will be unbalanced development. The State has appointed so many Committees to remove the backlog
of development. The backlog continues and the fight over the allocation of resources go on endlessly.
The latest historical evidence from the global studies tells us that all regions never develop simultaneously
and the unbalanced development is the reality.( World Development Report 2009). Even China accepted
this reality : Deng said that “ let some areas develop faster’’. The China emphasised the urban and SEZ
based ,and port led development model and has become the richest nation in the world.
The state government will have to plan by examining and appreciating the mentioned issues while
designing a proper economic development strategy.
Recent international growth experience : It will be very relevant to understand the economic progress
made by Asian tigers and China. These countries have adopted a model of development which is based
on exports, the foreign direct investment in terms of finance, technology and skills. Also they emphasised
the development of infrastructure in terms of roads, ports , communication and skill development. Last
but not the least important factor is the development of cities: the urbanisation like Singapore and Seoul
was the vision.
The global value chains has been disrupted due to Covid and USA led foreign trade regulations. The
country after country is welcoming the foreign direct investment and firms leaving the mainland China.
India has announced that we will welcome the foreign firms leaving China. It will be worthwhile how
Maharashtra has benefited from this new economic policy.
Also the government of India has announced that the manufacturing will be promoted through a scheme
known as production linked incentive. It will be important to discuss how many PLI manufacturing units
have settled in Maharashtra.
The present scenario :
Let us try to understand which sectors will help government to achieve this GDP target. what are the
infrastructural constraints holding back the economic development. It is also imperative to study which
regions and city's will contribute to the development.

Source : Economic Survey Maharashtra 21 22
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Maharashtra Sector wise average share in GSVA 2011 to 2021 ( ECONOMIC SURVEY 2021 22 )
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Sectoral share in GSVA and GVA Maharashtra and India

Source : Economic Survey Maharashtra 21 22
Glaring inequality of incomes across district : The state has massive inequality in district incomes ( see the
graphs below Source Economic survey of Maharashtra 21 22 )
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Long history of missed opportunities :
Going by the broad understanding of the process of development we can prioritise the sectors, the first
priority must go to the manufacturing , the second priority will go to the services sector. The agriculture
does have the potential but its income generating capacity is limited.
The state does have some natural and perceived advantages : it has a coastline of more than 750 km with the
potential of developing sea ports for exports. The state has Western Ghats and tropical forests in Vidarbha
with plenty of wildlife to promote tourism on a large scale producing huge employment and income.
The city of Mumbai is an international metropolitan complex with very qualitative infrastructure in terms
of financial services, the port, the airport and hospitality industry.
The state has a very established educational infrastructure in terms of technical and biosciences which can
produce a world class technical manpower to support the developments in frontier technologies. There
has been huge brain drain from these institutes serving in USA. Our eco system is a major drag which
explains why these talented young people do not flower in our country.
The state has also huge medical and health infrastructure which can promote a booming business of
health tourism. This is most neglected field by the government. Already the patient from UK and Middle
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East come surgeries to Mumbai and Pune.
The state also possesses tremendous potential in terms of tropical fruits like grapes pomegranates and
mango. It has already established as an export base in terms of grapes pomegranates. Our grape and
pomegranate exports must be aided by proper logistics support.The State DOES NOT HAVE the Post
harvest technology college like Volcany Israel or UC Davis university. The precooling , the cool container
technologies , fresh fruit preservation are the fields
The State has the Bollywood industry it needs to be given policy support. It generates huge employment
and income for artists and the behind the scene workers. The entertainment industry like the Orlando
complex in USA needs to be the model for development , it will draw tourists in large numbers.
Maharashtra has the potential to become California in USA or the Guangdong in China. These two states
exemplify how we can bring about the economic development in the most adverse Agro climatic or
economic backwardness.
The state of California is not only an advanced agriculture economy but one of the largest economies in
areas like IT with Silicon Valley, biotechnology, entertainment with Hollywood. Its GDP is makes it the
fourth largest economies in the world.
If we take the recent example of China, the state of Guangdong has surpassed even California in terms of
GDP. It is a very recent development starting in 1978 under the leadership of Deng the greatest reformer
of China. The father of present president of China XI Jin Ping was the governor of Guangdong. He
pleaded with Deng that we should develop our areas like Singapore Hong Kong and Taiwan. He outlined
the vision of development based on urbanisation, the state of art sea ports, the infrastructure in terms of
roads energy communication and the educational institutes to supply skilled manpower. The vision was
implemented with utmost efficiency and speed. The result is the Pearl harbour Delta becoming one of the
most prosperous areas in the world.
The real question is what is holding back Maharashtra from achieving the potential ?
The state has long history of opposing the urbanisation which has resulted into very inefficient urban
growth. But the State has witnessed highest urbanisation and it has largest census towns emerging from
the latest census. This unplanned urbanisation has resulted into very overcrowded metropolitan areas.
The state must re-examine its strategy to promote manufacturing in the light of the emergence of frontier
technologies like AI robots cloud computing et cetera these technologies will make more automation
possible in manufacturing. It means the manufacturing will not be so labour-intensive as was the case with
the Asian Tigers.
The state government must shed its reservation on large scale manufacturing hubs promoting exports.
They can be located near the ports like JNPT Diggi and Jaigarh. These areas must be promoted as SEzs
like in China Vietnam and Bangladesh.
The State has not attracted major industries under PLI so far. The Ease of Doing Business is more
important than the Ease Of living , the latter will come easily if we prosper properly.
The State leadership does not seem to be active like the leaders in Telangana where the CM and ministers
are courting the foreign enterprises in very passionate way. The results are there to be seen. The state of
Telangana model needs to be emulated by Maharashtra.
It needs to be emphasised the the foreign enterprises choose their location taking into account of energy
sufficiency ,availability of skilled labour and labour discipline and suitability of logistics for exports. No
amount of incentives will motivate them to locate in areas not suitable to them.
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Going by the broad understanding of the process of development we can prioritise the sectors, the first
priority must go to the manufacturing , the second priority will go to the services sector. The agriculture
does have the potential but its income generating capacity is limited.
Let us examine some of these factors
Vision : The recent growth experience in Asia teaches us that that the economic development is primarily
led by the visionary leaders. The leaders like Lee Kwan Yew , Deng and Park had dreams to take their
nations ahead in spite of so many difficulties to the level of Japan, USA and Europe. These leaders
properly managed the state machinery and implemented economic vision with rigour and precision. The
best part was that they took their entire population with them, shared their vision with their citizens.
They promoted inclusive growth and gave work to a large number of unemployed youth. The economic
development and its issues were debated and shared by leaders and citizens , and hence there was no
opposition to the path that followed. The citizens were confident that the future progress belongs to them
and they will be the architects of their dreams.
Unfortunately we do not have the leaders of the stature of Lee Kwan Yew , Deng and Park. Our country
as well as various states are riddled with factionalism and religious conflicts. Every leader represents his
own party , his constituency and his region. Nobody has the state-level vision. In Maharashtra it is difficult
to find maharashtrian, it is easy to find western Maharashtra leader, Konkan leader, Vidarbha leaders and
Marathwada leaders. But you rarely find a leader who represents whole of Maharashtra. This emotional
fragmentation along with regional issues have developed a very shortsighted vision for Maharashtra.
Education and skill development : the state has very renowned educational institutes like IIT economic
research institutes, the engineering colleges , medical institutes and also the national level research
laboratories.
The state has plenty of highly skilled labour in the field of IIT and medical. But if you look at the human
capital index, the state performs very poorly.
Urbanisation : The State has very long history of urban bias resulting in unplanned urban growth. It is all
right to develop the villages but the future lies in cities.
The urban areas are the engines of growth. Urban areas promote innovation and entrepreneurship which
is very essential for the economic development.
The State has very unbalanced urban development with the urban centres like Mumbai Thane Pune and
Nashik having more than 50% of the urban population of the state.
The state neglected the development of class two and class three cities resulting in the overcrowding of the
bigger metropolitan areas. The medium cities are ideally suited to develop and support the manufacturing
and services with low-cost of manpower and raw materials.
Ports : The importance of sea ports in handling foreign trade cannot be overestimated. It may not be an
overstatement to say that the country develops faster only if it has the ports to handle foreign trade. The
export processing zones have developed only near the sea ports.
The State has a very long coastline but very few international level ports for exports and imports. The
JNPT is the only port having a depth of more than 11 m metres. Recently Dighi and Jaigarh ports have
been developed. But these Ports are not connected by road or train to the mainland so far holding back
their potential for handling exports and imports. The port of Wadhawan has very ideal depth to emerge
as an international Seaport. But since 1995 it has mired in the controversy, it is likely to be developed very
soon as per the latest reports.
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Roads : The State has very poor and inefficient road infrastructure.
The State should have aimed to the state areas from the east to the west. This corridor would developed
the Konkan and Vidarbha. Only recently the idea has picked up and the road network is being developed.
The State should have developed road network in such a fashion that from any district to other district
of the State the goods and passengers should have travelled within 5 to 6 hours. The markets would have
integrated in effective manner, the flow of people and tourism could have developed.
The roads in the state have another peculiar adverse feature that there is no organic connection between
various roads that are planned. The district roads , the state roads and national highways should be
organically connected to each other so that the movement of goods takes place fast in smooth and
efficient manner. Too much of decentralised planning has resulted into inefficient links which resulted in
very poor transportation of goods to the destinations.
It is the faster movement of goods depends on the quality and least disturbance roads for a smooth
passage of goods. The state has only one very efficient highway going from Mumbai to Bangalore., this is
also built by the central government The other highways are not as efficient as the above.
One of the glaring deficiencies is seen in linking the roads to the ports like JNPT. This port handles
container movement on large scale. Most of the goods come from outside states like Gujarat and districts
within the state. Vehicles going to the port find it very difficult to make their way to the port In reasonable
time. It is a frustrating experience to pass through the city of Mumbai and Thane to reach JNPT. For
example the container having grapes reaches Mumbai outskirts within three hours but through Mumbai
to the JNPT it takes more than five hours. The traffic going to the ports and airports need to be planned
on separate road network.
Energy : The state has very poor energy infrastructure. It may not be an overstatement to say that the cost
of energy and availability is prohibitive for the manufacturing sector. It makes our manufacturing noncompetitive. Availability of energy is it self a big issue in rural areas and smaller urban areas. It acts as a
big disincentive to the manufacturers.
Tourism : The State has enormous potential to develop tourism in view of the Western ghats , the beautiful
coastal line of more than 750 kilometres. The Vidarbha region is very ideally suited to develop safari
tourism like Tanzania, South Africa and Kenya. It is very unfortunate that the cultural tourism is suffering
so badly : the road to Ajantha is in such a bad condition that the foreign as well as domestic tourists find
it difficult to reach the place safely and smoothly.
In short, the State has the potential to become the economy matching $ 1 GDP but the present policies,
planning and policy paralysis does abode well.
The vision needs to be developed as was done by Deng , Park and Lee Quan Yew. The vision needs to
be debated , developed and shared by all leaders from different regions. The vision must accept that the
urbanisation promotes growth , the ports are the vehicle to growth. Above all not all areas will develop
simultaneously but some will go ahead and the rest follow. The backward and land locked areas must be
given all human capital resources so that their citizens will get an opportunity to develop skills and enter
the labour market.The provision of social goods like health and education leads to better human capital.
The urbanisation has to be promoted as the positive force promoting the innovation and entrepreneurship.
The urban voters must get due share in participation in shaping the their future ,hence the ban on
reconstituting the electoral constituencies based on the the recent Census , must be lifted.
Our roads, our logistics and ports demand immediate attention in order to become the most prosperous
state in India.
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Challenges and Opportunities in Edible Oil Seed
Crops in Maharashtra: Focus Soybean by 2025
- Dr. C. D. Mayee
Chairman, AFC, Mumbai and Former Chairman, ICAR-ASRB, New Delhi
MAHARASHTRA SOYBEAN -2025

T

he total food production this year is about 307 million tons and horticulture production has surpassed
the food production touching a new high of 327 million tons. Once in critical shortages of pulses; the
protein+ diet of Indians, we have achieved a moderate success by producing nearly 26 million tons but
still short of demand. The only sector that we are facing acute shortage is in edible oils and hence we are
importing more than 15 million tons of edible oil at the cost of Rs 75000 crores. Almost 70 % dependence
on imported oil that also includes nearly 5 MT of edible oil derived from GM soya, GM canola and even
the domestic GM cotton oil has been a cause of concern in the ATMANIRBHAR policy of Government
of India. Recently, the Government has planned to expand the cultivation of Oil Palm to Northeastern
states as we import around 9-10 MT of palm oil mostly from Indonesia and Malaysia. Indonesia has now
banned edible oil export to meet their domestic shortages of cooking oil. The decision is likely to push
up prices of edible oil further and bring stress on our foreign reserves. Due to the current war between
Russia and Ukraine, the import of another edible oil; sunflower, which the country imports is likely to
hit hard. Maharashtra is bestowed with good soil, climate for expansion of traditional oil seed crops like;
groundnut, sunflower, sesamum, safflower and an opportunity to harness the benefits of oilseed mission.
Soybean is the most important oilseed crop in India grown on 11.32 million ha area with an annual
production of nearly 14 million tons. Maharashtra is the second largest producer of soybean after Madhya
Pradesh. However, the state has a productivity of just 1100 kg/ha which is far below the world average of
2500 kg/ha. Time is ripe to restore the cultivation of traditional oilseeds crops and also enhance the yield
of soybean through modern technologies through new research. What steps need to be taken to improve
the current level of yield from 1100 kg to 2000 kg/ha?
OPPORTUNITIES GALORE: SOME CORRECTIONS NEEDED
Now that climate change is a reality, it is already predicted that the worst sufferer shall be the crop,
animal and fish productivity.The current floods and high temperatures in March in this region are a
testimony of what’s in store for us as an impact of climate change. A small beginning has been made to
develop strategies of adaptation and mitigation. The problem, however, is large and needs the attention of
practically every institution in the country. As the climate is ever-changing, a one-time adaptation response
is not enough. Continuous efforts would be needed.Genetic improvements, agronomic manipulations,
integrated farming approach, use of balanced natural resources and timely intervention can be helpful.
We may have to adopt new breeding technologies such as genetic transformation, gene editing, GMOs
for quicker development of new cultivars that could ada pt to changing climate. The genome editing
technique is the latest addition in the tool box of crop/animal improvement. The technique is being used
to overcome myriads of intractable problems and is proving to be a game changer in mitigating the effects
of climate change. The potential to edit genes through CRISPR-Cas 9 is extensively used currently in
tackling the biotic, abiotic and even the quality issues in agriculture produce.
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How can soybean yields in Maharashtra be improved? Adoption of drought tolerance and insect resistance
(Bt) traits have revolutionized the yields of soybeans in Argentina, USA and Brazil. Such traits are freely
available and they must be brought to use in India. The international patents on herbicide tolerance (HT)
trait Roundup Ready (RR) in soybean has completed 20 years and hence they are freely available. Breeders
must take advantage of it so that new breeding strategies can be formulated to give a boost to soybean
yields. There was a lot of apathy towards the use of GMO but recent developments in science have
probably woken up the Government as the genome editing technologies which has potential to create
revolution in agriculture has been permitted to be used as a tool for crop improvement. The Central
Government, in its memorandum of March 30,2022 exempted the plants falling under the categories
of SDN1 and SDN2 from certain provisions of the EPA rules 1989 which governs the regulatory
and biosafety of genetically modified organisms (GMO) in the country (Mayee and Choudhary, Hindu
Business Line March 21, 2022)
SETTING RIGHT, THE HOUSE
To adopt these newer techniques, the education, research and TOT systems should not only be locally
relevant but also globally competitive. Technology can deliver sustainable economic wealth to our farmers
and hence technology has to be backed by both invention and innovation. It is accepted that agricultural
revolutions of the country and the achievements in the agriculture sector are attributed to two things, 1)
Technology–led improvements in productivity of all commodities and 2) Investments in Research and
development in agriculture and allied sectors. Technology cannot be discharged without science research
and investments cannot be made only through salaries. Some facts emerging out of current policies are
dampening the spirit of scientists on both the counts - science-led technology growth and investments
in R&D. In Maharashtra, many universities are suffering for want of suitable scientific staff/teachers and
researchers but there is competition to open new colleges both in public and private sectors. Manpower
planning and quality output will ultimately affect future growth. The second issue is funding science and
technology. At national level the Government of India invests only 0.4% of agriculture GDP on research
and technologies in agriculture. At the State Level it must be still less because of our non-priorities
towards S&T. There has been some confusion amongst the planners and fund givers between science
and technology. The assumption that technology will come without science is basically wrong and to
expect wonders in science without investing in it is too mistaken an idea. Recently the state of science
index (SOSI) 2021 was announced in June. Ninety percent of adults surveyed said that science is bringing
hope for the future for a better world to live in. No chance of pseudoscience remains. This implies trust
in science and scientists. Therefore, one needs investments in science which will ultimately generate the
requisite technology.
EPILOGUE
Maharashtra agriculture has potential to meet the edible oil requirement of the country. Soybean is the
most important crop grown in the state but it suffers from myriads of problems like climate change,
drought, biotic and abiotic stresses. The current developments in genetic and biotechnology have opened
new vistas in crop improvement and hence the State planners must take advantage and support the
scientific community to use the new tools of crop improvement like GMO, gene editing technologies.
Development of new technologies and proper funding of science-led research have given rewards in the
worst times of the nation in the past and hence let us keep faith in science-led growth and support it by
proper funding and freedom.
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Maharashtra’s Socioeconomic
Competitiveness: An Educational and
Humanistic Perspective
- Dr. Dhananjay Samant
Chief Economic Adviser
MEDC
Introduction
A key aspect of Maharashtra Vision 2025 will need to be a strong focus on education and skill development.
Policymakers need to find new pathways to advancing the content and delivery of education, skills and
training for the students and workers of the economy of tomorrow. Covid has caused a seismic shift in
the employment scenario, and it has huge implications on education and skill development agendas. Not
only is there intense demand for technology based solutions, but even soft skills are becoming increasingly
important in student and worker outcomes. The state government will need to put in place a good learning
and development strategy that helps employees’ upskill, as that is vital to building stronger enterprises
in tomorrow’s world. Thinking like global citizens can help usher in a better world, and a start to this
effect should be made early in life. That is the best way to ensure Maharashtra’s long-term socioeconomic
competitiveness.
The road ahead
Covid has taught us that we need to embed humanity at the heart of all our endeavours. The pandemic has
forced policymakers at all levels to focus on wider societal issues like physical and mental health, inequality,
employment and climate change. For the better or worse, we cannot go back to the way things were before
Covid. Instead, we need to be courageous and proactive, shaping our world rather than allowing the world to
shape us. At the heart of all this is a relentless commitment to appropriate education and skill development.
We need to provide our students the freedom to innovate, to experiment, to be curious, and to not
fear failure. They need to work within a dynamic culture that is more consistent with their values than
anything else. The workers of tomorrow will expect adult-to-adult and not hierarchical relationships, with
an increasingly greater say in how their organization is being run. They will also prioritize flexibility, as
they seek to balance the demands of their personal and professional lives in an increasingly challenging
environment.
Improving the education and skill development system is difficult, but not impossible. While the
government has indeed taken several steps in that direction, it should include more stakeholders in it,
and build a stable consensus on deeper and more fundamental reforms. We need leaders who can show
genuine empathy, compassion, honesty and integrity in these times of awesome transition. Even though
some green shoots of success are gradually becoming visible via changed attitudes, a sustained shift in
mindsets is still elusive.
Digital transformation is inevitable, but technology by itself is only part of the solution. We need to
embed humanity into technology, as well as into the entire education system. When half the team is
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working in the office, and the other half remotely, it is important to ensure that everyone is on the same
page at a human level. This is where an appropriate education system needs to enter the picture and make
a difference.
Conclusion
If there is one thing that the remarkable past two years have taught us, it is that susceptibility, compassion
and empathy are signs not of weakness but of strength. We have a unique demographic dividend that
needs to be molded accordingly. Strengthening our education and skill development system and resolving
our challenge of economic competitiveness are two sides of the same coin. If the state government
succeeds in soon addressing this burning issue, Maharashtra does have a bright socioeconomic future
indeed. We have to embrace our humanity as well as our innate academic potential to thrive in this
increasingly complex world.

Meeting of President Ravindra Boratkar, MEDC with Chief Secretary, Government of
Maharashtra Shri Manu Kumar Srivastava where they discussed ‘‘Maharashtra Vision
2025’’ publication. Shri M K Srivastava conveyed his regards to the Council, and wished its
upcoming publication all success.
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